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Dolphin Dance          Herbie Hancock  
                      (b. 1940)
One Finger Snap        Herbie Hancock
Central Park West      John Coltrane   
                      (1926–1967)
Sophisticated Lady     Duke Ellington 
                      (1899–1974)
Blue in Green          Miles Davis/Bill Evans 
How Deep Is the Ocean  Irving Berlin  
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When Will the Blues Leave  Ornette Coleman 
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                      (b. 1928)
Juju                  Wayne Shorter 
                      (b. 1933)

SENIOR RECITAL
ANDREW WASHBURN, jazz piano
assisted by

Charlie Gurke, baritone saxophone
Kevin McDonald, bass
Ryan Biesack, drums

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor of Music in Jazz Studies

Andrew Washburn is a student of Toby Koenigsberg
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